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This best-selling introduction to automatic control systems has been updated to reflect the increasing use of computer-aided
learning and design, and revised to feature a more accessible approach — without sacrificing depth.
"Spurious Correlations ... is the most fun you'll ever have with graphs."--Bustle Military intelligence analyst and Harvard Law
student Tyler Vigen illustrates the golden rule that "correlation does not equal causation" through hilarious graphs inspired by his
viral website. Is there a correlation between Nic Cage films and swimming pool accidents? What about beef consumption and
people getting struck by lightning? Absolutely not. But that hasn't stopped millions of people from going to tylervigen.com and
asking, "Wait, what?" Vigen has designed software that scours enormous data sets to find unlikely statistical correlations. He
began pulling the funniest ones for his website and has since gained millions of views, hundreds of thousands of likes, and tons of
media coverage. Subversive and clever, Spurious Correlations is geek humor at its finest, nailing our obsession with data and
conspiracy theory.
Linear Systems Control provides a very readable graduate text giving a good foundation for reading more rigorous texts. There are
multiple examples, problems and solutions. This unique book successfully combines stochastic and deterministic methods.
This text is aimed at senior-level engineering students and can also used by graduate students and practising engineers whose
experience has been limited to continuous-time theory and want to see how discrete-time systems are designed and/or have only
seen classical design tools and want to learn modern state-space design. The increasing use of digital technology in control and
signal processing increases the importance of analysis and synthesis tools for discrete-time sytems. The appropriate tool for
studying state-space models of discrete-time systems is linear algebra. Although most students take a course in linear algebra,
they are not usually exposed to advanced engineering applications in such a course. The material found in this text equips
students to analyze and design discrete-time (digital) systems and shows how linear algebra and state-space system theory are
used to design digital control systems.
This book addresses two primary deficiencies in the linear systems textbook market: a lack of development of state space
methods from the basic principles and a lack of pedagogical focus. The book uses the geometric intuition provided by vector space
analysis to develop in a very sequential manner all the essential topics in linear state system theory that a senior or beginning
graduate student should know. It does this in an ordered, readable manner, with examples drawn from several areas of
engineering. Because it derives state space methods from linear algebra and vector spaces and ties all the topics together with
diverse applications, this book is suitable for students from any engineering discipline, not just those with control systems
backgrounds and interests. It begins with the mathematical preliminaries of vectors and spaces, then emphasizes the geometric
properties of linear operators. It is from this foundation that the studies of stability, controllability and observability, realizations,
state feedback, observers, and Kalman filters are derived. There is a direct and simple path from one topic to the next. The book
includes both discrete- and continuous-time systems, introducing them in parallel and emphasizing each in appropriate context.
Time-varying systems are discussed from generality and completeness, but the emphasis is on time-invariant systems, and only in
time-domain; there is no treatment of matrix fraction descriptions or polynomial matrices. Tips for using MATLAB are included in
the form of margin notes, which are placed wherever topics with applicable MATLAB commands are introduced. These notes
direct the reader to an appendix, where a MATLAB command reference explains command usage. However, an instructor or
student who is not interested in MATLAB usage can easily skip these references without interrupting the flow of text.
Modern control theory and in particular state space or state variable methods can be adapted to the description of many different
systems because it depends strongly on physical modeling and physical intuition. The laws of physics are in the form of differential
equations and for this reason, this book concentrates on system descriptions in this form. This means coupled systems of linear or
nonlinear differential equations. The physical approach is emphasized in this book because it is most natural for complex systems.
It also makes what would ordinarily be a difficult mathematical subject into one which can straightforwardly be understood
intuitively and which deals with concepts which engineering and science students are already familiar. In this way it is easy to
immediately apply the theory to the understanding and control of ordinary systems. Application engineers, working in industry, will
also find this book interesting and useful for this reason. In line with the approach set forth above, the book first deals with the
modeling of systems in state space form. Both transfer function and differential equation modeling methods are treated with many
examples. Linearization is treated and explained first for very simple nonlinear systems and then more complex systems. Because
computer control is so fundamental to modern applications, discrete time modeling of systems as difference equations is
introduced immediately after the more intuitive differential equation models. The conversion of differential equation models to
difference equations is also discussed at length, including transfer function formulations. A vital problem in modern control is how
to treat noise in control systems. Nevertheless this question is rarely treated in many control system textbooks because it is
considered to be too mathematical and too difficult in a second course on controls. In this textbook a simple physical approach is
made to the description of noise and stochastic disturbances which is easy to understand and apply to common systems. This
requires only a few fundamental statistical concepts which are given in a simple introduction which lead naturally to the
fundamental noise propagation equation for dynamic systems, the Lyapunov equation. This equation is given and exemplified both
in its continuous and discrete time versions. With the Lyapunov equation available to describe state noise propagation, it is a very
small step to add the effect of measurements and measurement noise. This gives immediately the Riccati equation for optimal
state estimators or Kalman filters. These important observers are derived and illustrated using simulations in terms which make
them easy to understand and easy to apply to real systems. The use of LQR regulators with Kalman filters give LQG (Linear
Quadratic Gaussian) regulators which are introduced at the end of the book. Another important subject which is introduced is the
use of Kalman filters as parameter estimations for unknown parameters. The textbook is divided into 7 chapters, 5 appendices, a
table of contents, a table of examples, extensive index and extensive list of references. Each chapter is provided with a summary
of the main points covered and a set of problems relevant to the material in that chapter. Moreover each of the more advanced
chapters (3 - 7) are provided with notes describing the history of the mathematical and technical problems which lead to the control
theory presented in that chapter. Continuous time methods are the main focus in the book because these provide the most direct
connection to physics. This physical foundation allows a logical presentation and gives a good intuitive feel for control system
construction. Nevertheless strong attention is also given to discrete time systems. Very few proofs are included in the book but
most of the important results are derived. This method of presentation makes the text very readable and gives a good foundation
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for reading more rigorous texts. A complete set of solutions is available for all of the problems in the text. In addition a set of longer
exercises is available for use as Matlab/Simulink ‘laboratory exercises’ in connection with lectures. There is material of this kind
for 12 such exercises and each exercise requires about 3 hours for its solution. Full written solutions of all these exercises are
available.
Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality, authenticity, or
access to any online entitlements included with the product. Apply a state-space approach to modern control system analysis and
design Written by an expert in the field, this concise textbook offers hands-on coverage of modern control system engineering.
Modern Control: State-Space Analysis and Design Methods features start-to-finish design projects as well as online snippets of
MATLAB code with simulations. The essential mathematics are presented along with fully worked-out examples in gradually
increasing degrees of difficulty. Readers will receive “just-in-time” math background from a comprehensive appendix and get stepby-step descriptions of the latest analysis and design techniques. Coverage includes: • An introduction to control systems • Statespace representations • Pole placement via state feedback • State estimators (observers) • Non-minimal canonical forms •
Linearization • Lyapunov stability • Linear quadratic regulators (LQR) • Symmetric root locus (SRL) • Kalman filter • Linear
quadratic gaussian control (LQG)
These days, nearly all the engineering problem are solved with the aid of suitable computer packages. This book shows how
MATLAB/Simulink could be used to solve state-space control problems. In this book, it is assumed that you are familiar with the
theory and concepts of state-space control, i.e., you took or you are taking a course on state-space control system and you read
this book in order to learn how to solve state-space control problems with the aid of MATLAB/Simulink. The book is composed of
three chapters. Chapter 1 shows how a state-space mathematical model could be entered into the MATLAB/Simulink environment.
Chapter 2 shows how a nonlinear system could be linearized around the desired operating point with the aid of tools provided by
MATLAB/Simulink. Finally, Chapter 3 shows how a state-space controller could be designed with the aid MATLAB and be tested
with Simulink. The book will be useful for students and practical engineers who want to design a state-space control system.
Automation of linear systems is a fundamental and essential theory. This book deals with the theory of continuous-state automated
systems.
Anyone seeking a gentle introduction to the methods of modern control theory and engineering, written at the level of a first-year
graduate course, should consider this book seriously. It contains: A generous historical overview of automatic control, from Ancient
Greece to the 1970s, when this discipline matured into an essential field for electrical, mechanical, aerospace, chemical, and
biomedical engineers, as well as mathematicians, and more recently, computer scientists; A balanced presentation of the relevant
theory: the main state-space methods for description, analysis, and design of linear control systems are derived, without
overwhelming theoretical arguments; Over 250 solved and exercise problems for both continuous- and discrete-time systems,
often including MATLAB simulations; and Appendixes on MATLAB, advanced matrix theory, and the history of mathematical tools
such as differential calculus, transform methods, and linear algebra. Another noteworthy feature is the frequent use of an inverted
pendulum on a cart to illustrate the most important concepts of automatic control, such as: Linearization and discretization;
Stability, controllability, and observability; State feedback, controller design, and optimal control; and Observer design, reduced
order observers, and Kalman filtering. Most of the problems are given with solutions or MATLAB simulations. Whether the book is
used as a textbook or as a self-study guide, the knowledge gained from it will be an excellent platform for students and practising
engineers to explore further the recent developments and applications of control theory.
This book offers fundamental information on the analysis and synthesis of continuous and sampled data control systems. It
includes all the required preliminary materials (from mathematics, signals and systems) that are needed in order to understand
control theory, so readers do not have to turn to other textbooks. Sampled data systems have recently gained increasing
importance, as they provide the basis for the analysis and design of computer-controlled systems. Though the book mainly
focuses on linear systems, input/output approaches and state space descriptions are also provided. Control structures such as
feedback, feed forward, internal model control, state feedback control, and the Youla parameterization approach are discussed,
while a closing section outlines advanced areas of control theory. Though the book also contains selected examples, a related
exercise book provides Matlab/Simulink exercises for all topics discussed in the textbook, helping readers to understand the theory
and apply it in order to solve control problems. Thanks to this combination, readers will gain a basic grasp of systems and control,
and be able to analyze and design continuous and discrete control systems.
This book explains the essentials of fractional calculus and demonstrates its application in control system modeling, analysis and
design. It presents original research to find high-precision solutions to fractional-order differentiations and differential equations.
Numerical algorithms and their implementations are proposed to analyze multivariable fractional-order control systems. Through
high-quality MATLAB programs, it provides engineers and applied mathematicians with theoretical and numerical tools to design
control systems. Contents Introduction to fractional calculus and fractional-order control Mathematical prerequisites Definitions and
computation algorithms of fractional-order derivatives and Integrals Solutions of linear fractional-order differential equations
Approximation of fractional-order operators Modelling and analysis of multivariable fractional-order transfer function Matrices State
space modelling and analysis of linear fractional-order Systems Numerical solutions of nonlinear fractional-order differential
Equations Design of fractional-order PID controllers Frequency domain controller design for multivariable fractional-order Systems
Inverse Laplace transforms involving fractional and irrational Operations FOTF Toolbox functions and models Benchmark
problems for the assessment of fractional-order differential equation algorithms
Bogen beskæftiger sig specielt med de grundlæggende teorier inden for søge- og følgeradar.
This open access Brief introduces the basic principles of control theory in a concise self-study guide. It complements the classic
texts by emphasizing the simple conceptual unity of the subject. A novice can quickly see how and why the different parts fit
together. The concepts build slowly and naturally one after another, until the reader soon has a view of the whole. Each concept is
illustrated by detailed examples and graphics. The full software code for each example is available, providing the basis for
experimenting with various assumptions, learning how to write programs for control analysis, and setting the stage for future
research projects. The topics focus on robustness, design trade-offs, and optimality. Most of the book develops classical linear
theory. The last part of the book considers robustness with respect to nonlinearity and explicitly nonlinear extensions, as well as
advanced topics such as adaptive control and model predictive control. New students, as well as scientists from other
backgrounds who want a concise and easy-to-grasp coverage of control theory, will benefit from the emphasis on concepts and
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broad understanding of the various approaches.
Control Theory for Linear Systems deals with the mathematical theory of feedback control of linear systems. It treats a wide range
of control synthesis problems for linear state space systems with inputs and outputs. The book provides a treatment of these
problems using state space methods, often with a geometric flavour. Its subject matter ranges from controllability and
observability, stabilization, disturbance decoupling, and tracking and regulation, to linear quadratic regulation, H2 and H-infinity
control, and robust stabilization. Each chapter of the book contains a series of exercises, intended to increase the reader's
understanding of the material. Often, these exercises generalize and extend the material treated in the regular text.
Provides the mathematical framework for controlling and analyzing linear time-varying systems
Taking a different approach from standard thousand-page reference-style control textbooks, Fundamentals of Linear Control
provides a concise yet comprehensive introduction to the analysis and design of feedback control systems in fewer than 400
pages. The text focuses on classical methods for dynamic linear systems in the frequency domain. The treatment is, however,
modern and the reader is kept aware of contemporary tools and techniques, such as state space methods and robust and
nonlinear control. Featuring fully worked design examples, richly illustrated chapters, and an extensive set of homework problems
and examples spanning across the text for gradual challenge and perspective, this textbook is an excellent choice for senior-level
courses in systems and control or as a complementary reference in introductory graduate level courses. The text is designed to
appeal to a broad audience of engineers and scientists interested in learning the main ideas behind feedback control theory.
It is difficult for me to forget the mild sense of betrayal I felt some ten years ago when I discovered, with considerable dismay, that
my two favorite books on linear system theory - Desoer's Notes for a Second Course on Linear Systems and Brockett's Finite
Dimensional Linear Systems - were both out of print. Since that time, of course, linear system theory has undergone a
transformation of the sort which always attends the maturation of a theory whose range of applicability is expanding in a fashion
governed by technological developments and by the rate at which such advances become a part of engineering practice. The
growth of the field has inspired the publication of some excellent books; the encyclopedic treatises by Kailath and Chen, in
particular, come immediately to mind. Nonetheless, I was inspired to write this book primarily by my practical needs as a teacher
and researcher in the field. For the past five years, I have taught a one semester first year gradu ate level linear system theory
course in the School of Electrical Engineering at Cornell. The members of the class have always come from a variety of
departments and backgrounds, and con sequently have entered the class with levels of preparation ranging from first year calculus
and a taste of transform theory on the one extreme to senior level real analysis and abstract algebra on the other.
Robust Control System Design: Advanced State Space Techniques, Second Edition expands upon a groundbreaking and
combinatorial approach to state space control system design that fully realizes the critical loop transfer function and robustness
properties of state/generalized state feedback control. This edition offers many new examples and exercises to illustrate and clarify
new design concepts, approaches, and procedures while highlighting the fact that state/generalized state feedback control can
improve system performance and robustness more effectively than other forms of control. Revised and expanded throughout, the
second edition presents an improved eigenstructure assignment design method that enhances system performance and
robustness more directly and effectively and allows for adjustment of design formulations based on design testing and simulation.
The author proposes the systematic controller order adjustment for the tradeoff between performance and robustness based on
the complete unification of the state feedback control and static output feedback control. The book also utilizes a more accurate
robust stability measure to guide control designs.
True Digital Control: Statistical Modelling andNon–Minimal State Space Designdevelops a true digitalcontrol design philosophy
that encompasses data–basedmodel identification, through to control algorithm design,robustness evaluation and implementation.
With a heritage from bothclassical and modern control system synthesis, this book issupported by detailed practical examples
based on theauthors’ research into environmental, mechatronic and roboticsystems. Treatment of both statistical modelling and
control designunder one cover is unusual and highlights the important connectionsbetween these disciplines. Starting from the
ubiquitous proportional–integralcontroller, and with essential concepts such as pole assignmentintroduced using straightforward
algebra and block diagrams, thisbook addresses the needs of those students, researchers andengineers, who would like to
advance their knowledge of controltheory and practice into the state space domain; and academics whoare interested to learn
more about non–minimal state variablefeedback control systems. Such non–minimal state feedback isutilised as a unifying
framework for generalised digital controlsystem design. This approach provides a gentle learning curve, fromwhich potentially
difficult topics, such as optimal, stochastic andmultivariable control, can be introduced and assimilated in aninteresting and
straightforward manner. Key features: Covers both system identification and control systemdesign in a unified manner Includes
practical design case studies and simulationexamples Considers recent research into time–variable andstate–dependent
parameter modelling and control, essentialelements of adaptive and nonlinear control system design, and thedelta–operator (the
discrete–time equivalent of thedifferential operator) systems Accompanied by a website hosting MATLAB examples True Digital
Control: Statistical Modelling andNon–Minimal State Space Design is a comprehensive andpractical guide for students and
professionals who wish to furthertheir knowledge in the areas of modern control and systemidentification.
For more than forty years, the equation y’(t) = Ay(t) + u(t) in Banach spaces has been used as model for optimal control
processes described by partial differential equations, in particular heat and diffusion processes. Many of the outstanding open
problems, however, have remained open until recently, and some have never been solved. This book is a survey of all results
know to the author, with emphasis on very recent results (1999 to date). The book is restricted to linear equations and two
particular problems (the time optimal problem, the norm optimal problem) which results in a more focused and concrete treatment.
As experience shows, results on linear equations are the basis for the treatment of their semilinear counterparts, and techniques
for the time and norm optimal problems can often be generalized to more general cost functionals. The main object of this book is
to be a state-of-the-art monograph on the theory of the time and norm optimal controls for y’(t) = Ay(t) + u(t) that ends at the very
latest frontier of research, with open problems and indications for future research. Key features: · Applications to optimal diffusion
processes. · Applications to optimal heat propagation processes. · Modelling of optimal processes governed by partial differential
equations. · Complete bibliography. · Includes the latest research on the subject. · Does not assume anything from the reader
except basic functional analysis. · Accessible to researchers and advanced graduate students alike · Applications to optimal
diffusion processes. · Applications to optimal heat propagation processes. · Modelling of optimal processes governed by partial
differential equations. · Complete bibliography. · Includes the latest research on the subject. · Does not assume anything from the
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reader except basic functional analysis. · Accessible to researchers and advanced graduate students alike
An excellent introduction to feedback control system design, this book offers a theoretical approach that captures the essential issues and
can be applied to a wide range of practical problems. Its explorations of recent developments in the field emphasize the relationship of new
procedures to classical control theory, with a focus on single input and output systems that keeps concepts accessible to students with limited
backgrounds. The text is geared toward a single-semester senior course or a graduate-level class for students of electrical engineering. The
opening chapters constitute a basic treatment of feedback design. Topics include a detailed formulation of the control design program, the
fundamental issue of performance/stability robustness tradeoff, and the graphical design technique of loopshaping. Subsequent chapters
extend the discussion of the loopshaping technique and connect it with notions of optimality. Concluding chapters examine controller design
via optimization, offering a mathematical approach that is useful for multivariable systems.
Introduction to state-space methods covers feedback control; state-space representation of dynamic systems and dynamics of linear
systems; frequency-domain analysis; controllability and observability; shaping the dynamic response; more. 1986 edition.
The book blends readability and accessibility common to undergraduate control systems texts with the mathematical rigor necessary to form
a solid theoretical foundation. Appendices cover linear algebra and provide a Matlab overivew and files. The reviewers pointed out that this is
an ambitious project but one that will pay off because of the lack of good up-to-date textbooks in the area.
The essential introduction to the principles and applications of feedback systems—now fully revised and expanded This textbook covers the
mathematics needed to model, analyze, and design feedback systems. Now more user-friendly than ever, this revised and expanded edition
of Feedback Systems is a one-volume resource for students and researchers in mathematics and engineering. It has applications across a
range of disciplines that utilize feedback in physical, biological, information, and economic systems. Karl Åström and Richard Murray use
techniques from physics, computer science, and operations research to introduce control-oriented modeling. They begin with state space
tools for analysis and design, including stability of solutions, Lyapunov functions, reachability, state feedback observability, and estimators.
The matrix exponential plays a central role in the analysis of linear control systems, allowing a concise development of many of the key
concepts for this class of models. Åström and Murray then develop and explain tools in the frequency domain, including transfer functions,
Nyquist analysis, PID control, frequency domain design, and robustness. Features a new chapter on design principles and tools, illustrating
the types of problems that can be solved using feedback Includes a new chapter on fundamental limits and new material on the RouthHurwitz criterion and root locus plots Provides exercises at the end of every chapter Comes with an electronic solutions manual An ideal
textbook for undergraduate and graduate students Indispensable for researchers seeking a self-contained resource on control theory
Comprehensive text and reference covers modeling of physical systems in several media, derivation of differential equations of motion and
related physical behavior, dynamic stability and natural behavior, more. 1967 edition.
This textbook aims to provide a clear understanding of the various tools of analysis and design for robust stability and performance of
uncertain dynamic systems. In model-based control design and analysis, mathematical models can never completely represent the “real
world” system that is being modeled, and thus it is imperative to incorporate and accommodate a level of uncertainty into the models. This
book directly addresses these issues from a deterministic uncertainty viewpoint and focuses on the interval parameter characterization of
uncertain systems. Various tools of analysis and design are presented in a consolidated manner. This volume fills a current gap in published
works by explicitly addressing the subject of control of dynamic systems from linear state space framework, namely using a time-domain,
matrix-theory based approach. This book also: Presents and formulates the robustness problem in a linear state space model framework.
Illustrates various systems level methodologies with examples and applications drawn from aerospace, electrical and mechanical
engineering. Provides connections between lyapunov-based matrix approach and the transfer function based polynomial approaches. Robust
Control of Uncertain Dynamic Systems: A Linear State Space Approach is an ideal book for first year graduate students taking a course in
robust control in aerospace, mechanical, or electrical engineering.
Voorzien van vraagstukken met oplossingen
Provides a thorough introduction to the properties of linear, time-invariant models of dynamical systems, as required for further work in
feedback control system design, power system design and analysis, communications, signal processing, robotics, and simulation. The statespace model is used throughout, since it is a fundamental conceptual tool, although the background analysis applies to other models.
Modelling and stability of general nonlinear systems is introduced, with the detailed analysis concentrating on LTI systems.
The design of control systems is at the very core of engineering. Feedback controls are ubiquitous, ranging from simple room thermostats to
airplane engine control. Helping to make sense of this wide-ranging field, this book provides a new approach by keeping a tight focus on the
essentials with a limited, yet consistent set of examples. Analysis and design methods are explained in terms of theory and practice. The
book covers classical, linear feedback controls, and linear approximations are used when needed. In parallel, the book covers time-discrete
(digital) control systems and juxtaposes time-continuous and time-discrete treatment when needed. One chapter covers the industry-standard
PID control, and one chapter provides several design examples with proposed solutions to commonly encountered design problems. The
book is ideal for upper level students in electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, biological/biomedical engineering, chemical
engineering and agricultural and environmental engineering and provides a helpful refresher or introduction for graduate students and
professionals Focuses on the essentials of control fundamentals, system analysis, mathematical description and modeling, and control
design to guide the reader Illustrates the theory and practical application for each point using real-world examples Strands weave throughout
the book, allowing the reader to understand clearly the use and limits of different analysis and design tools
The state space approach is widely used in systems ranging from industrial robots to space guidance control. This landmark in the
technique's development and applications was written by two pioneers in the field, Lotfi A. Zadeh and Charles A. Desoer, who teach in the
Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science at the University of California, Berkeley. Starting with a self-contained
introduction to system theory, the authors explain basic concepts, presenting each idea within a carefully integrated framework of numerous
illustrative examples. Most of the text concerns the application of the state space approach to systems described by differential equations.
Problems of stability and controllability receive particular attention, and connections between the state space approach and classical
techniques are highlighted. The properties of transfer functions are covered in separate chapters. Extensive appendixes feature complete and
self-contained expositions of delta-functions and distributions, the Laplace and Fourier transform theory, the theory of infinite dimensional
linear vector spaces, and functions of a matrix.
Incorporating recent developments in control and systems research,Linear Control Theory provides the fundamental theoreticalbackground
needed to fully exploit control system design software.This logically-structured text opens with a detailed treatment ofthe relevant aspects of
the state space analysis of linear systems.End-of-chapter problems facilitate the learning process byencouraging the student to put his or her
skills into practice.Features include: * The use of an easy to understand matrix variational technique todevelop the time-invariant quadratic
and LQG controllers * A step-by-step introduction to essential mathematical ideas asthey are needed, motivating the reader to venture
beyond basicconcepts * The examination of linear system theory as it relates to controltheory * The use of the PBH test to characterize
eigenvalues in the statefeedback and observer problems rather than its usual role as a testfor controllability or observability * The
development of model reduction via balanced realization * The employment of the L2 gain as a basis for the development ofthe H???
controller for the design of controllers in the presenceof plant model uncertainty Senior undergraduate and postgraduate control engineering
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studentsand practicing control engineers will appreciate the insight thisself-contained book offers into the intelligent use of today scontrol
system software tools.
This book discusses analysis and design techniques for linear feedback control systems using MATLAB® software. By reducing the
mathematics, increasing MATLAB working examples, and inserting short scripts and plots within the text, the authors have created a
resource suitable for almost any type of user. The book begins with a summary of the properties of linear systems and addresses modeling
and model reduction issues. In the subsequent chapters on analysis, the authors introduce time domain, complex plane, and frequency
domain techniques. Their coverage of design includes discussions on model-based controller designs, PID controllers, and robust control
designs. A unique aspect of the book is its inclusion of a chapter on fractional-order controllers, which are useful in control engineering
practice.
Dynamics systems (living organisms, electromechanical and industrial systems, chemical and technological processes, market and ecology,
and so forth) can be considered and analyzed using information and systems theories. For example, adaptive human behavior can be studied
using automatic feedback control. As an illustrative example, the driver controls a car changing the speed and steer ing wheels using
incoming information, such as traffic and road conditions. This book focuses on the most important and manageable topics in applied
multivariable control with application to a wide class of electromechanical dynamic systems. A large spectrum of systems, familiar to
electrical, mechanical, and aerospace stu dents, engineers, and scholars, are thoroughly studied to build the bridge between theory and
practice as well as to illustrate the practical application of control theory through illustrative examples. It is the author's goal to write a book
that can be used to teach undergraduate and graduate classes in automatic control and nonlin ear control at electrical, mechanical, and
aerospace engineering departments. The book is also addressed to engineers and scholars, and the examples considered allow one to
implement the theory in a great variety of industrial systems. The main purpose of this book is to help the reader grasp the nature and
significance of multivariable control.
Based largely on state space models, this text/reference utilizes fundamental linear algebra and operator techniques to develop classical and
modern results in linear systems analysis and control design. It presents stability and performance results for linear systems, provides a
geometric perspective on controllability and observability, and develops state space realizations of transfer functions. It also studies
stabilizability and detectability, constructs state feedback controllers and asymptotic state estimators, covers the linear quadratic regulator
problem in detail, introduces H-infinity control, and presents results on Hamiltonian matrices and Riccati equations.
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